INTRODUCTION
Some of the more remarkable features of the mid-eighteenth-century British landscape were architectural structures understood by contemporary observers to be designed 'in the Chinese taste'. Although relatively short-lived, the craze for what has become known as 'chinoiserie' in the garden yielded thousands of pavilions, temples, pagodas and bridges, only some of which still grace the grounds of country estates today. Existing scholarship, taking its lead from Hugh Honour's classic 1961 study, has tended to interpret such structures as a purely European aesthetic that bore little or no relationship to Asia. For Honour, the designs referred not to China, but to 'Cathay', and 'of this mysterious and charming land, poets are the only historians and porcelain painters the most reliable topographers'. 1 Dams and Zega agree that 'the imaginary world of Cathay was a pure invention, a collective vision nurtured, embroidered and beloved by the European spirit', 2 while for Jacobson, similarly, a chinoiserie garden building was 'a folly, as delightfully Chinese as dragons, bells, fretwork, paper-mâché and paint could make it, the living embodiment of the pavilions on the Coromandel screen or porcelain plate'. 3 In this context, scholars have generally accepted at face value eighteenth-century accounts that see chinoiserie as of 'mighty whimsical Appearance' but of no great social or cultural consequence. 4 Such follies, in Honour's analysis, were 'merely incidental to the English park', and intended only to provoke 'a frisson of exotic delight'. 5 A recent intervention by the art historian Stacey Sloboda represents a far more sophisticated reading of chinoiserie as 'a critical visual and material language rather than a mute ornamental style'. 6 Seeking to move beyond the purely aesthetic and instead to view objects and spaces as 'cultural agents', Sloboda sees garden structures in the Chinese taste as 'signifier[s] of 2 fashion fuelled by imperial commerce that was embedded into the British landscape'. 7 In this context, 'the ubiquitous Chinese bridge was a vehicle of imaginative, commercial excursion', and, as in the case of chinoiserie interiors, 'the emblematic landscape garden became a useful site for visualizing imperial ideology'. 8 The particular case that Sloboda uses to illustrate this visualization of imperial ideology is that of Shugborough, Staffordshire, on which stands a 'Chinese House'
(1747-8), a structure inextricably linked to the life and career of George, Lord Anson (1697-1762), and surely one of the most fascinating material expressions of the eighteenth-century Sino-British encounter in existence.
Sloboda's insistence that we take chinoiserie objects seriously as cultural agents, rather than continue to regard them as 'merely incidental' fantasies, is extremely welcome, and I find a number of her arguments to be useful and convincing. A historian, however, inevitably brings a slightly different perspective to the topic, and my own research, which contextualises landscape chinoiserie as part of the longer history of Sino-British encounters, produces a rather different conclusion with regard to imperial ideology. This article, then, argues that the Shugborough Chinese House represents an exceptional instance of landscape chinoiserie, and that, examined in historical perspective, the particular circumstances of its production and reception argue strongly against reading it as representative of the phenomenon as it emerged and developed during the mideighteenth century. Lord Anson's unique relationship with China, and his own place within the emerging British imperial project, clearly distinguish him from other producers and consumers of chinoiserie of the period. For Sloboda, eighteenth-century chinoiserie was linked to 'a developing notion of the Chinese as synonymous with the concepts of hybridity, disorder, and illegibility'.
9
Yet hybridity and illegibility are consistently denied in the case of the Shugborough Chinese House, for which observers, unusually, made repeated, explicit claims of cultural authenticity. While
Sloboda's argument with regard to Shugborough is convincing, the imperial ideology she finds manifest in that garden cannot so easily be foisted onto the wider mid-eighteenth-century British context, a context characterised by far more nuanced and ambivalent attitudes towards the foreign, shows considerable damage to the underside of the roof. 19 The building was originally set amongst larches, which Parnell thought were 'here justly Placed as being Indian trees'. 
SHUGBOROUGH & IMPERIAL IDEOLOGY
Sloboda argues that 'the goal of creating a landscape that expressed the Ansons' taste, experiences, and upwardly mobile social status was fundamentally connected with imperial ideology'. 35 The
Chinese buildings at Shugborough, she contends, 'effaced the political difficulties Anson experienced in Canton' and rewrote his encounter with Chinese officialdom in his own terms, with chinoiserie in this context providing 'a language through which imperial victory could be spoken'.
36
In the case of Shugborough, I find this argument extremely convincing, and indeed 67 The distinction is made so explicitly in the Voyage that in the twentieth century Maurice Collis could still claim that 'as a Captain in the British Navy, [Anson] had no fancy to be confused with a merchant Captain, even by such people as the Chinese'. 68 Evidently, this feeling was mutual: recent evidence has shown that Anson's attempted violations of the delicate trading protocols at Canton were seen as ignorant, embarrassing and disruptive in the eyes of EIC officials, one of whom was 'greatly surprised at the Gloss [Anson] had put upon the Transactions at Canton' in the authorized account of the expedition. 69 If, as I have argued elsewhere, Lord Anson's experiences in Canton were exceptional in the history of the eighteenth-century Sino-British encounter, 70 he also represents an exception in the early history of garden chinoiserie, a fashion strongly associated with the minor gentry rather than the nobility, as John Harris has demonstrated.
71

AUTHENTICITY & CULTURAL APPROPRIATION
Of what he calls the 'flimsy fantasy of doll-like lovers, children, monkeys, and fishermen lolling about in pleasure gardens graced by eternal spring' of eighteenth-century chinoiserie, David Porter argues that 'there was no substance to such a vision and indeed no desire for substance'. 72 Contemporary observers, such as Walpole in 1750, were content simply to admire the 'whimsical air of novelty that is very pleasing' created by temples and bridges in the Chinese taste, without concerning themselves as to their likeness or otherwise to Asian models. 73 In this regard the Shugborough Chinese House is clearly distinguished from its eighteenth-century counterparts by the repeated and insistent claim of authenticity made of it by its owners and contemporary observers, such as Philip Yorke, who declared it 'the most complete Chinese building I ever saw'
in August 1763. 74 This claim to authenticity was based on its supposedly having being built from a sketch drawn in China by Peircy Brett (1709-1781), one of the officers on the HMS Centurion, Commodore Anson's flagship during the voyage of circumnavigation. 75 Sketches made by Brett had been the basis for the forty-two copper-plated engravings that illustrated the 1748 edition of the Voyage Round the World, when it had been a particular point of pride that these images 'were not copied from the works of others, or composed at home from imperfect accounts given by incurious and unskilful observers, as hath been frequently the case in these matters; but the greatest part of them were drawn on the spot with the utmost exactness'. 76 The original design, which was held in a private collection, seems now to have been lost. 77 83 The degree to which the Chinese House at Shugborough actually incorporates design elements that might be considered genuinely 'Chinese' is not my concern here. Oliver Impey has already noted that the windows and door are clearly of European proportions, while Honour considered the interior 'as delightful a specimen of mongrel chinoiserie as ever appeared in England'. 84 The eighteenth-(and early nineteenth-) century claim to authenticity, however, is highly significant, in that it distinguishes the Shugborough Chinese House from other garden structures in a way that was recognized by contemporary observers. Nightingale's 1813 description of Shugborough, for example, after repeating much of Pennant's observation, adds that:
If noblemen and other gentlemen of large landed property would devote a portion of their possessions to the erection of such genuine specimens of foreign architecture as this Chinese building, they would render most important additions to the knowledge of those persons who have not opportunities of travelling, and who at present are compelled to receive their information on this and other interesting subjects from the imperfect and ignorant second-hand descriptions of careless, tasteless, and often absurd, travellers.
85
The Shugborough Chinese House is here understood as a distinct category of cultural object, one that for Nightingale more closely resembles a souvenir than meaningless decoration (this is also implied by the addition of a biography of Admiral Anson to Nightingale's description of the estate). 86 In a thoughtful analysis, Susan Stewart describes the souvenir as an object that 'allow [s] the tourist to appropriate, consume, and thereby "tame" the cultural other'. 87 that Stewart sees as inherent in the souvenir. 89 Here, the claim to authenticity made of the Chinese
House is a crucial component of the process of cultural appropriation, with its attendant implications of mastery and unequal power relations. Windsor. 91 One contemporary observer cited by Sloboda describes this structure as 'half-gothic, half attick, half Chinese, and completely fribble'. 92 The inherent hybridity of the style seems to have been understood by eighteenth-century observers. A correspondent to The World in 1753 had it that:
According to the present prevailing whim, every thing is Chinese, or in the Chinese taste;
or, as it is sometimes more modestly expressed, partly after the Chinese manner….
[W]ithoutdoors so universally has it spread, that every gate to a cow-yard is in T's and Z's, and every hovel for the cows has bells hanging at the corners….
[O]n a moderate computation, not one in a thousand of all the stiles, gates, rails, pales, chairs, temples, chimney-pieces, &c. 95 Chambers was equally preoccupied with issues of cultural authenticity, and his stated objective in the publication of his 1757 Designs of Chinese Buildings was to 'put a stop to the extravagancies that daily appear under the name of Chinese'. 96 This is supported by the intriguing (although contested) suggestion that Chambers tried to distance himself from his earlier design of the House of Confucius at Kew, which was in place at its original site by 1749. 97 Sloboda demonstrates convincingly that Kew was 'a celebration of British imperial, agricultural, and industrial power', and links its creation to British naval success in the Seven Years' War. 98 But the royal patronage Chambers enjoyed places him and Kew itself in a unique position in the history of eighteenth-century chinoiserie, and naturalizes its manifestation of imperial ideology. The garden and even the subsequent publication were 'undertaken by Royal Command, and nobly paid for by Royal Bounty'. 99 Moreover, as several scholars including Sloboda have noted, Chambers's designs disappointed his contemporaries by their lack of exoticism, and had a negligible impact on architecture in Britain. 100 As Impey has observed, 'people knew exactly what they wanted a "Chinese" building to be, light, frivolous, immediately pretty and gaily coloured, and they had no use for Chambers' solemn pronouncements on inaccuracy'. 101 Much like the Shugborough Chinese House, the supposed authenticity of Chambers's designs at Kew was more rhetoric than reality, and Sloboda perceptively points out that the generally-accepted view of Chambers's designs as being based on his first-hand observations in China is to a large degree overstated. 102 But it is precisely this discourse of authenticity that separates these two cases from the thousands of other bridges, temples and pagodas that decorated the mid-eighteenth-century British landscape. Porter argues that the majority of eighteenthcentury chinoiserie collectors 'were content simply to enjoy a delicious surrender to the unremitting exoticism of total illegibility', 103 and yet, repeated claims as to the authenticity of the Chinese House suggest that at Shugborough, a type of legibility was valued. If Sloboda is correct that referring to an object as 'Chinese' in eighteenth-century Britain 'referred less to stylistic or material origin, and more to a developing notion of the Chinese as synonymous with the concepts of hybridity, disorder, and illegibility', 104 then the Shugborough Chinese House is perhaps better understood as operating outside of that system of cultural signs.
CONCLUSION: CHINOISERIE & IMPERIAL IDEOLOGY IN THE BRITISH LANDSCAPE
That the garden has the potential to embody a form of national or imperial ideology has been well established elsewhere. 105 The formal gardens of seventeenth-century Versailles contained collections of exotic plants, shells and rocks that Chandra Mukerji has demonstrated 'made manifest the geographical and cultural reach of the French state'. 106 An early eighteenth-century treatise hoped that a better understanding of garden design would allow Britain 'to excel the somuch-boasted Gardens of France, and make that great Nation give way to the superiour Beauties of our Gardens, as their late Prince has to the invincible Force of the British Arms', an association that neatly articulates the relationship between culture and power that underpins Said's original conception of Orientalism. 107 That relationship inevitably affected British perceptions of Chinese garden culture, and in the drastically-altered political climate of the mid-nineteenth century, accounts shifted far from the admiring passages of earlier periods. Temple had enthusiastically praised the designed irregularity of the Chinese garden in 1685, but by 1834, this characteristic had become 'ridiculously fantastic' to Western observers, the obvious conclusion of which, for J. C.
Loudon, was that 'Chinese taste in gardening … partakes of the general character of the people, and is characterised by their leading feature, peculiarity'. there is a danger in reading 'too much of the Victorian era's imperial triumphalism' back into eighteenth-century cultural history. 111 Elsewhere, Eugenia Zuroski Jenkins highlights the fluidity and instability of the meaning of words like 'china' and 'chinaware' in eighteenth-century literary texts, and she treats Chineseness 'as an English literary effect that is ascribed to objects rather than an ethnic quality that inheres in objects'. 112 This is clearly similar to the theoretical approach that Sloboda brings to her own study, but as Jenkins shows, such a reading of chinoiserie necessarily removes it from any concern with cultural authenticity. An outlier in its eighteenth-century context, the Shugborough Chinese House has more in common with the post-1980 fashion for Chinesestyle gardens in the Western world, for which an obsessive concern with authenticity has also been apparent, a form of cultural essentialism that, although very different in intention, shares much with the more explicitly racist Orientalist discourse of the nineteenth century.
In the introduction to an important collection of essays published late last century, W. J.
T. Mitchell asked readers to think not only about what landscape is, but also about what it does.
Landscape, he suggested, is not the mere symbol of power relations, but is itself an 'instrument of cultural power'. 113 Sloboda's reading of chinoiserie in the eighteenth-century British landscape in terms of 'cultural agency' is an important development, but as we continue to think about the meaning of these structures we should be mindful of the roles of specific actors and social settings in the ways in which that agency operates. Elsewhere, Robert Batchelor and Tim Richardson have clearly demonstrated the link between chinoiserie garden structures and the political opposition to the Robert Walpole regime of the early eighteenth century. 114 But domestic self-fashioning of this kind involved a complex system of signs that would certainly not have been legible to all observers in the same way. The eighteenth-century improvements at Shugborough discussed in this article had necessitated the forced relocation of a whole village -as one early nineteenth-century description casually remarked, 'the old village of Shugborough, which stood inconveniently near, has been entirely removed to a distant eminence'. 115 We can be sure that the affected villagers, perhaps more than anyone else, would have understood the expanding estate as a manifestation of power, even if their experience of that power required no knowledge of the Chinese architecture contained therein. 
